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Spelling Bee Workbook 42

Complete the crossword puzzle using the words  and clues on the 
following page.

ACTIVITY 14

Across

uncountable | turbulence | resultant | recommendation | reverberate | extremely | candidate | analyse 
conjunction | nostalgic | admittance | mollycoddle | vendetta | aeroplane | absence | alternative 
mongoose | numerical | emphasise | ancient

Down

1. Relating to or expressed as a number or numbers
2. Feeling happy and also slightly sad when you think 

of the past
4. A loud noise repeatedly sounding as an echo
5. A vehicle with wings and one or more engines that 

can fly through the air
6. A word that joins other words
7. To study or examine something in detail
9. To occur as a result or consequence of something
10. Too many to be counted
12. That you can use or do instead of something else
14. The state of being away from a place or person

3. A state of confusion without any order
6. A person who wants to be chosen for something
8. To a very great degree
11. Permission to enter a place or institution
13. A suggestion
15. A small carnivorous mammal
16. Having existed for many years
17. To give someone too much 

care or protection
18. To stress of single out as important
19. A prolonged bitter quarrel with or

campaign against someone
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Spelling Bee Workbook

Find the hidden spelling words and circle them. They are written 
from left to right and top to bottom. Write each word you find in 
their box at the bottom of the page

ACTIVITY 14 
Find the hidden spelling words and circle them. They are written from left to right and top to 
bottom. Write each word you find in their box at the bottom of the page. 
 

 
 

boysenberry  
 

adjutant concentrate  athletic  

chocolate   
 

tantalise quiver insecticide 

endure  
 

technique souvenir    autograph  

dimensional  
  

knuckle  precaution  synopsis 

pristine   
 

professionally  magistrate femur 

boysenberry adjutant concentrate athletic

chocolate tantalise quiver insecticide

endure technique souvenir autograph

dimensional knuckle precaution synopsis

pristine professionally magistrate femur


